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Background: Childhood susceptibility to diseases 
linked with immune dysfunction affects over a quarter 
of the pediatric population in some countries. While 
this alone is a significant health issue, the actual impact 
of immune-related diseases extends over a lifetime and 
involves additional secondary conditions. Some co-
morbidities are well known (e.g., allergic rhinitis and 
asthma). However, no systematic approach has been used 
to identify life-long patterns of immune-based disease 
where the primary condition arises in childhood. Such 
information is useful for both disease prevention and 
treatment approaches.

Data sources: Recent primary research papers as well 
as review articles were obtained from PubMed, Chem 
Abstracts, Biosis and from the personal files of the authors. 
Search words used were: the diseases and conditions shown 
Figs. 1 and 2 in conjunction with comorbid, comorbidities, 
pediatric, childhood, adult, immune, immune dysfunction, 
allergy, autoimmune, inflammatory, infectious, health risks, 
environment, risk factors.

Results: Childhood diseases such as asthma, type-1 
diabetes, inflammatory bowel disease, respiratory infections 
/rhinitis, recurrent otitis media, pediatric celiac, juvenile 
arthritis and Kawasaki disease are examples of significant 
childhood health problems where immune dysfunction 
plays a significant role. Each of these pediatric diseases 
is associated with increased risk of several secondary 
conditions, many of which appear only later in life. To 
illustrate, four prototypes of immune-related disease 
patterns (i.e., allergy, autoimmunity, inflammation and 
infectious disease) are shown as tools for: 1) enhanced 

disease prevention; 2) improved management of immune-
based pediatric diseases; and 3) better recognition of 
underlying pediatric immune dysfunction.

Conclusions: Identification of immune-related disease 
patterns beginning in childhood provides the framework 
for examining the underlying immune dysfunctions that 
can contribute to additional diseases in later life. Many 
pediatric diseases associated with dysfunctional immune 
responses have been linked with an elevated risk of other 
diseases or conditions as the child ages. Diseases within a 
pattern may be interlinked based on underlying immune 
dysfunctions and/or current therapeutic approaches for 
managing the entryway diseases. It may be beneficial 
to consider treatment options for the earliest presenting 
diseases that will concomitantly reduce the risk of immune-
linked secondary conditions. Additionally, improved disease 
prevention is possible with more relevant and age-specific 
immune safety testing.
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Introduction

During prenatal and neonatal development, one 
time maturation events occur within the immune 
system (e.g., maturation of mucosal immune 

capacity in the lung and gastrointestinal tract) that 
can establish the host interaction pattern with disease 
challenges across a lifetime. For this reason, effective 
management of the immune system that leads to better 
health needs to begin early. The benefits of encouraging 
this type of management in the pediatric and OB/GYN 
settings were recently discussed.[1] Environmental 
exposures to chemicals, drugs and physical factors 
combined with a child's genetic background, can affect 
the course of immune maturation creating problematic 
imbalances that can affect the health of every 
physiological system. The pediatrician plays a pivotal 
role in this immune management strategy because 
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actions taken during the perinatal and neonatal periods 
of childhood development can affect the risk of later-life 
immune-related diseases.

The scope of pediatric-immune-based diseases
Immune-based diseases impact in excess of 25% of 
the pediatric population in some countries.[2] Among 
those of concern are childhood asthma and allergies, 
type 1 diabetes, juvenile arthritis, otitis media, late-
onset sepsis, childhood leukemia, pediatric celiac and 
Kawasaki disease. For some diseases, such as childhood 
asthma, specific environmental risk factors have been 
identified such as maternal smoking[3] and traffic-related 
air pollution.[4] However, known environmental risk 
factors do not account completely for recent increases 
observed in some immune-related pediatric diseases 
(i.e., childhood asthma and allergies).[5,6] The problem 
in identifying early-life immune risk factors is not 
surprising since current safety testing approaches for 
chemicals and drugs are not designed to detect these 
types of health risks.[7,8]

The actual impact of pediatric immune dysfunction 
on health is even greater than may be obvious. This is 
because pediatric immune and inflammatory diseases 
rarely occur in isolation. Instead their occurrence is 
usually associated with specific childhood vulnerabilities 
or host response processes that by their very nature 
impact the risk of additional later-life diseases. 
Predisposing risk for development of a secondary disease 
or condition following a primary pediatric diagnosis is 
not uncommon. In fact most pediatric diseases associated 
with misdirected, exaggerated or dysfunctional immune 
responses are associated with an elevated risk of 
additional diseases or conditions. These comorbid or 
secondary diseases can appear within a matter of days or, 
alternatively, they may not arise for decades. Identifying 
the patterns of immune-related diseases that begin during 
early life offers the opportunity to: 1) reduce the risk 
factors associated with the entire disease pattern (e.g., 
a pediatric atopic-allergy pattern that includes later-
life diseases); 2) consider treatments addressing the life 
course of health risks as opposed to a single presenting 
condition; and 3) better examine underlying mechanisms 
of pediatric immune dysfunction.

Co-morbidities or secondary diseases
The occurrence of secondary diseases is common in 
the pediatric setting. For example, bacterial infection 
can follow certain respiratory viral infections and is a 
major cause of childhood antibiotic use. When the infant 
mounts a host response against a virus such as influenza, 
the nature, duration and intensity of the response itself 

can elevate the risk of other categories of microbial 
infection. For example, using a mouse model, Sun and 
Metzger[9] recently described that gamma-interferon in 
the lung, during the recovery phase of influenza infection, 
predisposes the airways to infection by extracellular 
bacteria (e.g., streptococcus).

A similar relationship has been reported between 
viral infection, inflammatory responses and specific 
cytokine production for the risk of bacteria-related otitis 
media.[10,11] Additionally, pediatric respiratory allergy 
can predispose toward an increased risk of otitis media 
with effusion.[12-14] While relationships such as those 
among respiratory viral and bacterial infections are well 
known to the pediatric community, others may be far less 
obvious. This is particularly true when: 1) the timeline 
for onset of the "second" disease/condition occurs 
years to decades after the initial pediatric diagnosis; 
and 2) either the primary or secondary disease is more 
commonly associated with a particular target organ rather 
than with immune dysfunction (e.g., atherosclerosis 
as cardiovascular disease, inflammatory bowel disease 
as a gastrointestinal disease or multiple sclerosis as a 
neurological disorder).

Identifying disease patterns
In a recent article, Dietert and Zelikoff[2] examined 
the associated risks between 28 different diseases and 
conditions where the initial diagnosis was made for a 
pediatric-onset immune-related condition. Relationships 
among the diseases and conditions were described in 
a 28 × 28 checkerboard that covered both pediatric-
onset and adult onset-diseases. When supplemented with 
additional research and clinical information, this matrix 
provides a basis for the identification of fundamental 
patterns of immune-based diseases that can be connected 
with underlying pediatric immune dysfunction. The 
connections among diseases may in fact prove to be 
immunologically-based and potentially complex in nature.

Pediatric immune dysfunction can take many forms 
that involve different combinations of cell types and affect 
acquired and innate immunity, as well as inflammatory 
responses and tissue homeostasis. Additionally, more than 
one type of dysfunction can coexist following a specific 
immune insult.[15-19] By identifying patterns of immune-
based diseases beginning in childhood, the connections 
between pediatric immune dysfunction and a lifetime of 
interrelated health risks can be better understood. The 
purpose of this review is to present examples of four basic 
patterns of immune-related disease and to discuss the 
benefits of approaching these diseases as unified patterns 
rather than as isolated conditions. This is a potentially useful 
step towards enhanced disease prevention, improved health 
management and a better mechanistic understanding of 
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immunologically-based diseases. A detailed consideration 
of pediatric immune dysfunction is beyond the scope of 
this review. But examples describing how specific pediatric 
immune dysfunction can explain associated health risks 
within a pattern are provided later in this paper. To our 
knowledge this is the first attempt to organize pediatric and 
later-life diseases using an immunological matrix.

Four examples of immune-related disease patterns
Examples of four immune-related pediatric disease patterns 
resulting in heightened risks of later onset diseases are 
shown in Figs. 1[20-36] and 2[37-50]. These include: 1) allergy; 
2) autoimmunity; 3) inflammation; and 4) infection. Note 
that by itself, each of the four primary conditions shown 
in Figs. 1 and 2 (asthma, type 1 diabetes, inflammatory 
bowel disease, recurrent respiratory infections) represents 
a significant pediatric health concern. But when these 
individual pediatric diseases are also seen as potential 
entryways that facilitate multiple chronic diseases and 
conditions in later life, they take on an added level of 
concern. It should be noted that while all diseases depicted 
as interlinked in Figs. 1 and 2 are from studies showing 
statistically significant disease associations, it does not 
mean that the risks of secondary diseases are of equal 
importance. Some of the co-morbidities represent a more 

significant health risk than others. However, these disease 
patterns show clearly that prevention and/or treatment of 
the primary immune-related conditions in the pediatric 
setting is a critical focal point for the child's subsequent 
health concerns.

It is useful to recognize that not all pediatric 
immune-based diseases cluster together in a single 
group. Instead they fall into distinct categories based 
on the pediatric entryway disease. For example, the two 
primary or core diseases shown in Fig. 1 (i.e., allergic 
asthma and type 1 diabetes) are thought to be brought 
about by different types of immune responses. Children 
with asthma are prone to other Th2-driven, IgE-related 
allergic conditions (i.e., atopic dermatitis and allergic 
rhinitis). In contrast, children with type 1 diabetes 
are more likely to experience other autoimmune and 
inflammatory diseases linked with the same immune 
dysregulation as occurs with the diabetes but not 
necessarily with an allergy pattern.[35,51,52] In fact several 
studies reported that children with type 1 diabetes are 
not at a higher risk for asthma.[53,54] So the allergy-
asthma vs. autoimmune-type 1 diabetes clusters shown 
in Fig. 1 are readily separable patterns both for the 
immunological basis for the core diseases as well as for 
the elevated risk of additional diseases.

Of note is the fact that the reported elevated risk of 

Fig. 1. Two examples of patterns of immune-related diseases. Both an allergy-related example (left) and an autoimmune-related example (right) are 
presented. The primary pediatric-onset immune-related disease is indicated in the center of each pattern. Secondary diseases and conditions that may 
arise either simultaneously or later in life and are connected to the primary disease by elevated risk are shown via arrows.

An allergy-related disease patterns
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Fig. 2. Two examples of patterns of immune-related diseases. Both an inflammation-related example (left) and an infection-related example (right) are 
presented. The primary pediatric-onset immune-related disease is indicated in the center of each pattern. Secondary diseases and conditions that may 
arise either simultaneously or later in life and are connected to the primary disease by elevated risk are shown via arrows.
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lung cancer among asthmatics (Fig. 1) does not extend 
to those with other allergies where the risk appears to 
be reduced.[21] Given the ramifications of prolonged 
tissue inflammation in the lungs, the asthma-lung 
cancer association is not surprising.

A similar relationship of chronic inflammation may 
explain, in part, the connection between inflammatory 
bowel disease and later-life colorectal cancer (Fig. 2). 
Sleep disorders seem to be associated with both 
autoimmune and inflammatory diseases; dysregulation 
of cytokine production may contribute to both adverse 
outcomes.[55-58] In fact the relationship between elevated 
production of proinflammatory cytokines and sleep 
disorders appears to be bidirectional. The cytokines 
interleukin (IL)-1 and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-
alpha can regulate sleep patterns.[59,60] Additionally, IL-6 
appears to play a role in sleep-wake cycles.[61] In the 
reciprocal relationship, sleep loss can result in elevated 
production of TNF-alpha and IL-6.[62] Likewise, 
depression is associated with a number of autoimmune 
and inflammatory conditions including multiple 
sclerosis,[63] type 1 diabetes,[34] juvenile arthritis,[64] 
endometriosis[65] and sarcoidosis.[66] The mechanisms 
connecting other conditions such as the association 
between childhood asthma and behavioral disorders 
may be less obvious in terms of a mechanistic basis.

Additional patterns
The four sample patterns described in this review are 
only meant to serve as prototype examples. They are 
intended to illustrate significant childhood immune-
based diseases and the way in which pediatric diseases 
may be linked with the risk of later-life illnesses. Data 
are available for the identification of additional immune-
based patterns beginning in childhood. For example, 
pediatric celiac disease and recurrent otitis media both 
have their own spheres of probable secondary conditions. 
Celiac disease, particularly in early life, has been linked 
with additional conditions such as autoimmune liver 
disease,[67] additional autoimmune diseases,[68] dental 
carries,[69] bone problems,[70] non-Hodgkins lymphoma[71] 
and neurological complications.[72,73] Recurrent otitis 
media is linked with adolescent[74] and adult[75] snoring. 
An additional childhood autoimmune condition, 
Kawasaki disease, is linked with carotid atherosclerosis 
as a later disease concern.[76]

Another important childhood disease, childhood 
acute lymphoblastic leukemia (cALL), also appears to 
be connected to immune dysfunction.[77-79] In this case, 
although a prototype model has yet to be identified, 
available data suggest that cALL is likely to be placed 
into a pattern that emphasizes infectious disease/
dysfunctional responses. In contrast, cALL is unlikely 

to fall within a pattern of diseases where the primary 
or core condition is allergy/atopy. This is based on 
the fact that Hughes and colleagues[78] reported that 
childhood allergy (particularly atopic dermatitis and 
allergic rhinitis) is associated with a reduced rather 
than an elevated risk of cALL. These findings further 
emphasize the need for pediatricians to understand and 
utilize immune dysfunctional disease patterns.

Using disease patterns in prevention and 
management
Identification of immune-based disease patterns can be 
useful in disease prevention by encouraging strategies to 
help parents and their children avoid already established 
risk factors. Pattern identification can also be used in 
the pediatric setting to design disease management 
approaches that take into account the lifetime of 
potential health risks.

For example in the context of disease prevention, 
early-life exposure to polychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCBs) has been reported to increase susceptibility to 
respiratory infections[80-82] and to reduce responses to 
childhood vaccination.[83] We now know that increased 
susceptibility to respiratory infections is a potential core 
or first pediatric condition seen in one type of infectious 
disease pattern of immune dysfunction (Fig. 2). 
However, this pattern is far more than a single childhood 
illness. Instead it is a susceptibility pattern associated 
with a higher risk of several later-life diseases. Such 
information provides even greater health impetus to 
minimize prenatal/neonatal exposure to PCBs. The 
actual health risks seem likely to extend well beyond 
those primary diseases seen in young children, and the 
benefits of avoiding problematic exposure are greater 
than the previously understood.

Some individual hazards for the developing immune 
system appear to be capable of promoting more than one 
of the immune dysfunction disease patterns discussed in 
this review. For example, evidence suggests that early 
life exposure to 2, 3, 7, 8 tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 
(TCDD, dioxin) can cause reduced host defense against 
viral infections,[84] increased tissue inflammation,[18,85] 
and increased risk of autoimmunity;[19,86] the latter 
disease is linked to a disruption of thymic selection of 
T cells.[19] In another example, prenatal and neonatal 
exposure to tobacco smoke (TS) can play a role in 
multiple immune dysfunction patterns in the offspring. 
Based on entry diseases the most apparent patterns are 
an allergy-asthma[87,88] and a respiratory infection[89-91] 
pattern. However, based on known disease associations 
with TS exposure, there is the suggestion that 
autoimmune[92] and inflammatory disease[93,94] patterns 
may also be promoted. This ability of TS to instigate 
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multiple immune dysfunctional disease patterns is not 
necessarily surprising since TS is a mixture of many 
well-established immunotoxicants (e.g., heavy metals, 
benzene, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons), and each 
individual toxicant can produce its own specific damage 
to the developing immune system.

Based on existing knowledge it is clear that early-
life exposure to a single environmental risk factor can 
promote a cluster of chronic diseases all linked to a 
single pattern of immune dysfunction. In some cases 
(e.g., TCDD, TS) it can also promote more than one 
pattern of immune-related diseases. This should provide 
an added impetus for protecting children from known 
immunotoxic risks that can contribute to disease not only 
in children but also in adults.

An important aspect of immune dysfunction preven-
tion is that the gap in immune safety testing information 
for pregnant women and children be addressed. It is 
obvious that we know far less about the immunological 
safety of chemicals and drugs for these sensitive sub-
populations than for adults. Pediatricians can help to 
close this safety gap by insisting that age-relevant safety 
information be available for their procedures. For example, 
do we really know the optimum timing for childhood 
vaccinations when it comes to overall immune safety? 
Recent studies raise doubts. McDonald and colleagues[95] 
reported that earlier-age protocols of vaccination with 
diphtheria-pertussis-tetanus (DPT) are associated with an 
increased risk of childhood asthma. Childhood vaccination 
is a foundation stone for pediatric disease prevention. 
However, whether the current timing of childhood 
vaccinations necessarily optimizes overall immune 
function in children is not known. Ideally, decisions on the 
timing of vaccinations should be based on managing the 
immune system and disease risks over a lifetime and not 
just in the short term. It is important to know that, in using 
a specific regimen for preventing childhood infectious 
diseases, we do not put children at greater risk for asthma 
and potentially the entire pattern of allergy-asthma-linked 
diseases that can appear in later life (Fig. 1).

Prevention and disease management intersect in ways 
that allow pediatricians to use immune-based disease 
patterns in considering the management of an entryway 
disease. For example, knowledge of likely secondary 
conditions in later life may influence which of several 
options pediatricians choose for managing a primary 
disease such as asthma, celiac disease, inflammatory 
bowel disease or recurrent otitis media. An example 
where immune management decisions might affect 
secondary disease risk can be found in the topic of 
depression as a secondary outcome associated with certain 
primary autoimmune and inflammatory pediatric diseases. 
One can envision some pediatric treatment courses that 
address only the presenting autoimmune or inflammatory 

symptoms, but leave the underlying immune dysfunction 
(e.g., predisposition for cytokine misregulation) present 
to emerge as later-life depression. Additionally, some 
courses of treatment, such as prolonged corticosteroid 
therapy, may contribute to the risk of secondary 
conditions such as depression.[96] Alternative treatments 
that may be available to address both the immediately 
presenting symptoms as well as the underlying immune-
based dysfunction would be preferable. Knowledge of 
those patterns of immune-related disease would be useful 
for considering such decisions.

Using disease patterns to study pediatric 
immune dysfunction
While a detailed review of pediatric immune dysfunction 
will not be considered here, it is useful to illustrate how 
the identification of patterns of immune-related disease 
can provide a framework for considering underlying 
immune dysfunction. For example, as one of the core 
diseases in Fig. 1, childhood asthma can involve both 
T-helper (Th2)-driven IgE allergic responses and 
inappropriate inflammation of the airways. The immune 
mechanism of mounting allergic IgE responses connects 
the pediatric asthma to other atopic conditions shown 
in Fig. 1 (i.e., allergic rhinitis and atopic dermatitis). 
In contrast, the elevated risk of later-life lung cancer 
associated with asthma is unlikely to be associated with 
hyper-IgE production. Instead, chronic misregulated 
inflammation in the airways and cumulative oxidative 
damage in the lungs is the putative underlying 
mechanism of immune dysfunction that connects 
childhood asthma to later-life lung cancer.

Entryway immune-related diseases of childhood can 
feature more than one underlying immune dysfunction. 
In fact, misregulated inflammation is common to several 
of the patterns illustrated in this review. This is not 
surprising as inflammation is among the most common 
adverse outcome of pollutant-associated developmental 
immunotoxicity.[18,97,98] In certain cases it can be 
challenging to determine whether a later-life health risk 
is connected directly to the entryway pediatric disease or 
to a commonly-employed treatment protocol. However, 
the identification of existing patterns of immune-related 
disease is a useful first step towards dissecting these 
relationships.

Conclusions
Immune-related diseases, including allergy, asthma, 
autoimmunity, leukemia and susceptibility to infectious 
diseases, represent a significant proportion of all pediatric 
diseases. Historically most of these diseases have been 
considered either in isolation or as narrowly-grouped 
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diseases (e.g., the atopic triad). Additionally, some 
diseases are recognized equally by the compromised 
tissue targeted by the immune insult (e.g., inflammatory 
bowel disease) as by the immune dysfunction-basis 
for the disease. The danger in this is that treatments 
may focus narrowly on the presenting organ-related 
symptoms leaving the underlying immune dysfunction in 
place to contribute to later-life disease. Identification of 
patterns of immune-related diseases starting in childhood 
provides a useful step towards identifying and addressing 
underlying immune problems that may continue to 
trigger chronic disease across decades of life.

This review, that has provided four examples of 
patterns of immune-related diseases, should emphasize 
the importance of preventing the primary condition that 
presents early in life. Such information should encourage 
the treatments that help reduce the risk of some later-life 
conditions.
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